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Because of some confusion in the literature as to the termiinology 
of apomixis, it seems advisable to present the currently accepted scheme 
of classification used by Stebbins (63). 
, Chart showing the interrelationships of the processes of apomixis 
I 
found in the higher plants== ~edified from Gustafsson, 1946. 
, Apomixis 
, Agamospermy -
(Reproduction by means of seeds) 
Gametophytic apomixis 
• Sporoph\ 
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(No seeds p;roduced when 
a omixis oc((!urs 
ReproductirOJn by means 
of bulbs, bulbils, 
runners, layers, etc. 
*The processes at this level can take place either autonomously or by 
pseudogamy, i.e., under the influence of pollen tubes or endcspe;rm 
development. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Efficient use of.the. breeding potential of a plant species of 
agr.onomic importance can best be made when the reproductive mechanisms 
available to the species in question are well understood. Beyond being 
dcnilirable to the breeder for obviously practical reasons, such funda= 
m.ent~l· information is also basic to any research which attempts to 
control the effect of the enviromiment upon the expression of genetically 
controlled tendencies. These two reasons would by themselves provide 
sufficient stimuli for the study of the gametophytic generati,(l)n of any. 
angiosperm, but in addition the recognition of the phen(l)menon of apo,= 
mixis as the apparently predomminant means ~f reproducti~n in the com= 
plexes under, consideration provides a third excellent r.eason for under= 
taking the preselll!.t investigation. Apomixis ~ simply defined by Stebbins 
(63) as diverse means of asexual repro,ductionl'l!. which "tend to replace or 
to act·as substitutes for the sexual method" is widespread in the plant 
kingdom as a whole. Although part of the apomictic process, namely 
parthenogenesis, is to be found among representative~ of the animal · 
kingdom, it is far less prevalent here than in plants. SimlJ?SOn (58) 
suggests that this may be correlated .with the tendency shown by the 
; 
former to ''be less liable. than plants to _be hemmed in to e._volutionary 
,, 
b\:t1"1.i!. alleys"» and Stebbi~s (63,) poiint~ out that the struc~ural .S:nd 
developimnelll!.tal ,growth patterns of plants .have placed positive selection 
values w~n certain modes of asexual reproduction therein. Moreover, 
. . I 
wh~tever the as~ociation between apomixis and polyploidy may be, the 
1 




relative rarity, of the latter in the animal kingdom may play a role in 
th' relative absence of the former among the higher animals. Certain 
plant groups in which poiyploidy~ apomixis, and hybridization are closely 
interwoven form. somcalled agamic CClmllplexes (6) several of which have 
been extensively studied. In the Gramineae, in particular, apomixis 
'has ; been found to be f aidy widespread, and specifically within the 
tdb.e, Andropogoneae, Celarier and Harlan ( 20) have succeeded in demon= 
strating its presence in the section Amphilophiastrae of Stapf. Certain 
of the soQcalled complexes within this section lend themselves particu= 
larly well to studies of apomixis because of the existence of both dipQ 
loid and polyploid chromosome nUll1!!\bers, the retention of wholly or parQ 
' 
' tially sexual reproduction in so,me and the loss of such sexuality in 
' 
ot~er members of the cO>ll!llplex, and the suspected r~lationships existing. 
among these members. The researcher is definitely challenged to carry 
out some rather fundamental studies within a group of plants which based 
upon these considerations is probably still in an active stage of evo= 
lution. Certain hybrids obtained following hand emYsculation and pol= 
mixis not only exists herein but exists to varying degrees frOlllli\ one 
accession to another. Simpson°s reference above to the evolutionary 
blind alley of obligate apcmixis is not applicable to such facultatives 
whichj properly controlled by genetic, environmental, or even biochemiQ 
cai means, would seem to represent an ideal mechanism for combining the 
' ,· 
potentials of segregation with the conservatism of asexual reproduction. 
It bec~s, then, a matter of both theoretical and practical interQ 
est to att~mpt to determine exactly what constitutes this inherent f·aculQ 
tativeness to begin with, what th~ internal situations and factors are 
3 
with which the breeder will have tOJ deal, what potentiah exist within 
the Coomlponents: of the reproductive system or systems: which might 9ffer 
possibilities for avoiding this evOJlutionary blind alley oif obligate 
apomixis:. ~he present avenue of approach is: only one of many which 
suggest themselves, and the methods: used in the present investigation 
are directed toiwards obtaining answers: to only a few of the many ques:= 
tions which need to be asked before all the correct answers: are ob= 
tained. A specific method noit ordinarily employed in such studies has 
been utilized in this: work under the ass:umptiOln that the demonstration 
of the use and efficiency of such a method might be of value in itself, 
and secondly that the method might make feasible the obtaining of s:uf= 
ficient data upon which to more confidently base frequency determinations. 
Experience with such a methocdl has been rewarding~ and a discussion of the 
adlvantages: airud limitations: cf its use will be taken up later. 
The principal purposes of this: investigation have been threefold: 
1., To obtain a better uncdlers:tanding of the mechanisms and 
cdlevelc)Plmental sequences cf reproduction prevailing in selected 
species known to produce: both sexual ancdl apomictic progenies:, 
2, To make as many comparisOJns as possible as t@ the reQ 
productive mechanisms operati~e in certain representatives 
of two very c~OJs:ely related genera at three ploidy levels:. 
3, To obtain estimates of sexual potential in these species: 
with a vieiw t@ward obtaining the background infcrm~ti1on requi= 
site fOlr sele~tion of breeding mtterials and for any eventual 
attempt to control the alternation of sexual and apcmictic 
cycles or to increase the frequency of sexual repr@duction' 
at will. 
4 
The accUllllliulation of these data has been lllfilade without the use of 
controlled conditions, and if the assumpti~n that such control might 
alter the frequencies is correct, these data obviously present the 
picture under only limited and non°induced environmental situations, 
Furthermore while a descriptive analysis, accurate to the best of our 
ability can be presented from such data, any interpretation of the 
significance is by necessity subjective and certainly plastic, 
The investigations. now to be discussed constitute, then, an 
attempt to shed more light upon the mechanisms of facultative apo= 
mixis not only because of the obvious need to better understand this 
method of reproduction from a pra~tical standpoint~ but also because 
the avenues of more theoretical study can only be opened up after the 
basic information is at hand, 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Seed formation without fertilization was first observed, a~ far as 
is known, by J. Smith in 1841 (cited in 32) in the female plants of 
Alchornea ilfoifol:'.ta, a dioecious Euphorbia.ceae. the embryo originating 
from adventitious buds in nucellar tissue. The history of apomixis 
from this time up until the middle of the 20th century is COJ111!l\prehen= 
s:i,.vely treated by !Gustaf ssc:»n (32) (33) (34) in hi1s reyiew of apomixis 
.. 
in higher plants published in 1946 and 1947. The scope and depth of 
this th~ee volU1!1lle monograph makes alm.Cl>st unnecessary any review of 
investigations previous to this time. In additiorrm, several other ex= 
haustive reviews of the general subject h~ve been published including 
o~es by G. L. Stebbins (62) and (63). dealing with apomixis in th~ 
angiospenmis, and by Maheshwari (44) reviewing the embryology·Cj!f a.po= 
mixis. Publications of pertinent infotmation in the Pteridophytes 
by Manton (45) and by Steil (64:) are of interest also. In 1941~ Nygren 
' 
(.$0), published ,u11.other review of apClllDlixh in the angfospermms followed 
, , 1 , I ' ' 1, \ . 
. I'., . .. 
,in r~cent years by a supplement;!llry review artic].e (.53) of the same 
t,itle. In spite of these excellenmt articles which are quite exhaustive 
·-
in treat1llillent, particular attent,ioln m11li.J be d~awn to sielectied publicatiofil\s. 
' . ' 
A~~o certaifill pe~tinent _data included in these reviews will be specifiQ 
'(. f 
i 
c~lly mmenUoimed, al!'il.d finally brief SUlJ1!lllll!ar,ies made of papers which have 
appeared since 1954. First of all, however, a brief historical account 




The real beginning of the study of the problem of apomixis was 
e~bryological work on the cat 0s foot and dew cup genera by Ju~l in 1898 
and 1900 and Murbeck in 1897 and 1901, these same authots extending their 
embryological investigaUOJns to Taraxacum and Hieracium in 1904,=5. Actu= 
I 
,· 't 
ally, descript~on of the oldest ex~le of apospory in spec~es ·with one 
archesporial cell is accredited t@ Rosenberg,who in 1907 descril:,ed an 
embryo sac o:rigina~ing fr01ll0\ nucellar cells in Hieracium subg. Filosella. 
A year later Winkler initiated terminology approxii!M!lting that now used, 
. ' 
substitutb1.g the colll~ctive term "ap<01D!ilixh" flCllr the formerly misapplied 
term "apogmn\Y"· Ernst in 1918 was one of the fi,r1,1t investigatorrrs to 
draw attention to the fact that in many ways apomicts behave like hybrids, 
but that this "hybrid nature'' at tends rather than causes apc»mixis. In 
1920 Winkler again published on the nature and origin of apomictic phe= 
nomena, and in 1930, Rosenberg prel§lented his_ general survey including 
most of the results which had been obtained to date in apommictic research, 
' ' 
mainly embryological and cytological. Up to this time the principal plant 
Taraxacumm~ Alchemilh., and Eu:patoriunnm; in the rmext fifteen years interest 
iii a~ICllmixis incre.as~d considerably. · New ap0llll1lictic gr!Olups, so=called 
"p!Ollymmoirphic species=comp,lexes" were studlie~ in PIOltentilla» ~» Serbus, 
Crepis, Ranunculus, Calamagrost.is » and Antennarfa » the first twl!j) g<einl!1lra 
being worked on p,iarticulall:'ly by Miiintzing. Embryological as~ects of ap(l)= 
.' ' 
mixis in~ and f(l)tentilla were studied simultaneously and independently 
in the ear1y 1940s by Hakansson, Rutishauser, and Fagerlind, these same 
species serving for studies on the phenomena of pseudoga~. The first 
modern treatmment of an agamic complex was presented by B,bclOlck and Steb= 
bins in 1938, a study of Creph ill pa:tticulai.r andl a dh~ussfon of species 
7 
formation and the polymmorphism in apomicts in general. 
' Restricting attention at this point to apospory (te~nology has. 
bgen .. d:iS1cuued · in ":E'reh,.c;s"), the olC'i~inal pa.per on thh type of apomixis, 
as mentioned earlier, was aosenberg 0s an~lysis in 1907 in Hieraciwn subg. 
/ 
Pilosella (cited in 32). Sil!ll!li.lar me~hanisms in which the embryo sacs 
originated from a'cell close to the nmlcrospore mother cell, considerable 
growth of this somatic cell occurring previous to subsequent nucle,ar divi= 
sion, and charact~ristic vac~olization of the cytoplasm being noticeable 
. 
were described in several species including Malus» Crepis, Hypericum, ~» 
and Ranunculus (see 32). the nUlllll\ber of divisional steps from the one= 
nucleate initial to the fully developed sac was three as a rule, but as 
sdhnarf pointed out, agamot!lpermous plants showed a conspicuous tendl,entey 
' 
to suppress the differences between th~ sac elements resulti~g in less 
differentiatiQn between its COllmlponent nuclei. T~ansitio~al formms between 
diplospory and apospory were reported by Gustafsson to have been observed 
in Alchemilla and SQ'fbus, » but pr@bably the best studied\ ica:aes up to thh 
time were in r~a (2)(3)(47)~ Potentilla by Muntzing, Christoff, Pap~sova, - ' 
and Rutishauser& as cited by @ustafsson (33), an4 Parthenium (54). The 
orily genera in Nyg~en°s 1954 review (53) in addition to those already 
mentioned as exhibiting ap@spory followed by parthenogenesis are~= 
pha~as, Elatostoma, andl Paspalump but several inyestigators contributed 
their work on new species, as this later review indicates. Within the 
Gri\!ll1lineae, approximH-tely fifteen species (53) were known which exhibited 
• 
ittng ap@spoizy plus parthenogened~ were~ Paspalum dUatat1.llml\\, ~ ammpb, 
P. aridla, ~. 'arctica,_E,. ~om.preHa, ;f,. hf1lrjedalica, and ;it. pratends. 
8 
essential agreement with numerous researches of long standing, it has 
seemed advisable in this review of literature to select certain refere 
ences to which certain aspects of IO\ur work are pertinent. Thi.ese will 
be enumerated at this time although in some cases a more detailed ex= 
planation of the terminology may be delayed until later. 
1. The observation of multiple sacs within one ovule has been made 
by num~rous investigators including Akerberg(2)~ Kiellander(40)~ and Nye 
gren(Si) on~' B. w. Smith (59) on Paspalum cilaratum, G~stafsson (32) 
in Hi~raciwm, and Pratt and Einset (55) on American ,pecies of Rubus. 
Farquharson (26) discusses polyembryony in Tripsacum dactyloid~s where 
the multiple embryos may ar~H in separate sacs or fro~ different nuclei 
within a singl~ sac. He finds polye1ll!llbryony in 43 out of 49 c@llectfons 
made, in one of which its f:re~uency exceeds 50%. In his review of 
polyembryony Webber (73) distinguishes between false embry@ny, plural 
or plural embryo~ derived within or by projection into a single sac. 
The occurrence of twin seedli~gs from plural embryo sacs has been, ace 
cor~ing to Webb~r, attributed to the development of extra megasporocytes 
in ~' tc the development of sister 1!111.\e,g,uiJpiores in ~ 9 and t@ apospory 
in Malus, P'oa, and other Gramineae. Webber staus that dth@ugh pciyemQ ,-
ex~re~sioin. 
2. Referelr!l,Cpes to the crowding l(l)\llt of the sexµal sac in apomiieu 
is referred t@ in the early w@rk of Rcsenberg (cited in 32) on Hieracium 
aposporl!llus and legitimate' sacs" dmcing which the sexual sacs are encroached 
in~ pratensis and in Crepis. In <0>ther cases, howevers authors have 
re~orted that degeneration of the macrospore mother cell occurs inde= 
pendently of crowding out. Kiellander (~O) working with~' states 
that this degeneration may occur at any stage, the disorganization of 
the macrospore mother cell not being caused by its being s~ueezed by 
2pospor<0>us celh but the rche of the "legitimate embryo sac is taken 
macrostachya a similar degeneration of sporogenous gametophytic tissue 
and the subsequent formation of aposporous embryo sacs. In the c~on 
9 
type of Bothriochloa ischaemunl\9 Brown and Emery (14) report that two or 
three sac initials develop in the micropylar region of the .nucellus 
ei~her prior to degenerati~n of megaspore mother cells @r shortly there= 
after. In the oriental type l(J)f this species they state that mooire .a\)PIOJS= 
porous initials are produced and their initiation is spread over a. longer 
' period of time. Here, then, either a sterility factor or crushing from 
sac initials may ca.use degeneration of the ~gasporocyte. In Themeda 
tria.ndra these same authors (14) suggest that the megasp@r©cyte degene= 
rates at an early stage and is f©llowed by enlargement of @ne or more 
chalazal mmegasp@re "often begins to dege,nerate bef©re marked encroachment 
3. NWIJ!!.erc»us references to antip©da.ls and their functi@n are to be 
f10Jund in the lite~ature. The bearing of these findings on the present 
cern. As early as 1934, Wakakuwa (68) COJlllDiltllents on the degeneration of 
antipodals in wheat and their apparent function as nourishment for the 
10 
at.tributes the death of hybrid seeds to the d;isturbed physfofogy of 
the antipiQldals caused by stimului!,i friQJm a1JJsiociation of fOJlfeign sperm 
with the pOJLa:rs » the modified antip(Q)d,ds subsequently~ in thei:r secre= 
tory role, altering the nutrient supply tiQJ the endosperm and effecting 
its eventual breakdown. The high metabolic activity of the antipodals 
causes Maheshwari (44) t@ co&~ent on their analogy with anther tapetum, 
Shad/Qlwsky (as cited in 12) rec@rds the antipodals in the ~:ramineae as 
ranging fr@m three to f«:ilrty three, the multiple number$ p:redOJminating, 
and states that they functi@n in transmitting nutrients to other parts 
of the e1rt1ibryiQI sac. an idea prop©Junded as eady as 1890 by Westermaier 
(cited in 12)o Brink and Cooper (12) rep@rt that the antipodals are 
normally stimulated tOJ bi:)l'pert:r@phy at fertilization~ aind that they 
function in secretion of substan~es needed for endOJsperm gr«:ilwth. Re= 
£erring to S:ec'de x HordeUl!illl (13) IC'/Wiil:5es, thl!ll authonr:s state that "the 
failure of the rye spelt:)!1ffi to :stimulate the antipodals t@ their noll',°llll\a.l 
sec:retory activity results in undernourishment of thl!ll endospeKill]) mother 
cell aimd its iit11ilr@ediate desc11Bndemi,ts 11 • Hair (35) w@rking with ~ropy_rom 
ah@ ic©l1lll1me!Cl\ts r{J)llll the nutritive funcc:tion l())f the antipodals. 
4. References to numbers an~ behavior «:ilf p@lar nuclei are also 
fre~uent in the litersiture. H~kansson (36) :reic:@rds as !llIDany as 3 p~lars 
in P@ai al~ina~ F~~~uhars©n (26) f@ui:md Je4 pol~rs in s@me sac~ ©f Trip 0 
sa.cum dLa©tI!,@idle!,9 and Hdr C~S) «:ilbs®rvedl multiple p@h.fS i1t11. Agr@pyr@n. 
As rec@rded by Br@wn and Emery (14) a single p/Qllar ic:@ndition in aposp@r= 
ous sacs of Gr.!l)Thin~ae has been rep©rted ii:m Themedla triandra~ B©thriochloa 
:i.s<thaemum~ Cenchrus, Fsmiit:um~ P!!,Palumm~ P~nnisetUll1ll\~ andl Seta.risio A 
2 p·olar c@ndlitioin in a 4°nuch.eit® s:e.c has been found by these authors 
tOl occur infrieq_uently in Th!m~q\,!~ B©)thd@ic:hloia~ and! in Setca:rLm. 
11 
5. Attention shio,uld be d:ra:wim to the extensive Uterature on the 
I 
fertilizati~n cf the unreduced egg nucleus in apomictic species. Gust= 
a:fss10>n (32) a~fcrds references t\Ql this and .selected additions may be 
mentioned here~ Akerberg (2) in Fca and in Hypericum, especially by 
afsson (33) in Fotentilla, Eurt@n 
1
(16) in Faspalum~ Gerstel et al (28) 
in gu'-yule, L'<ive (43), Miintzing (47), Tinney (67) and Nygren (52) in 
~' PIO>wers (54) in guayule, Breimer, Naryanaswami, and Raghavan (cit~d 
ih 53) in SaccharUllll!l~ Grun and Tripiett (cited in 53) in Pea. Nygren (53) 
cOIJllillllenting on this la~t w@rk st~tes that the morpholOJgy OJf the two types 
of hybrids, formed from reduced or unreduced egg cells, is quite differ= 
ent but that "transgreui,ons may occur which h of. particular interest. 
in species with agammospeTI!llous r~prOJduction". As Maheshwari (44) p@ints 
duction of higher ploidy embryos obtained fromm the fertilization of 
facility or difficulty with which the unreduced egg celh are fertilized 
formation be". 
divisions are also extensively treated in the literature. Selected 
references would recall again Akerberg's (2) work on~ where comparisons 
between sexual .and apc»mictic synchronization of the two sexes indicated 
tbat l!ml<aturity was reached later in the apomictic femmale. Bergman (accord= 
irig t@ Gustafsson, 32), however, rec@rds that in Hi~racium the egg cell 
12 
cf the ap0l1lll1\ict~c type starts divisi@n ahead of the egg cell @f sexual 
I. I l 
j,. 
bi~types. Gvistahsonn (32) refers ti()) the precocity <»f division of the 
• J 
' 
apom.fotic egg nucleus as' 111!llentio1n\(ed by Murbeck in AlchemUla and in 
Taraxacl.lll1m and by num.ercus authors in~. Akerberg in particular feels 
I 
that since the apospcrous embryo has gone through several divisions be= 
. ' 
fore the p@llen reaches it, parthenogenesis is maintained by this ability 
cf the egg nucleus ~o begin to divide early. He agrees with ~entcheff 
and Gustafsson (cited in 2) fr• their work in-P'otentilla that the "egg 
nucleus in the apospcrcus embryo sac in~ pratensis may be fertilized 
but from causes the genetic nature or origin of which cannot yet be ex= 
plained an embryo is usually formed before fertilizaU@n can take place". 
Again Nygren (53) states that in !@a~ 70% of the aposp@r@us embryo sacs 
- ,· ! 
theref@re they never had, a chance to become fertilized. "Such a plant 
can be extensively used as a male parent and it might transfer the 
character @f early division of the egg cell 't@ its hybrids~ a character 
percentage of apomictic matern~l"'type plants. These examples may suf"' ! 
fice to 1how h@w an embryological study may save time f@r the breeder 
of apcmni~tic strains and.at the s~e time may enable him t@' predict the 
. . ! 
general magnitude of the variati?n t@ be expected in the offspring. 
The figures @btliined in a given study may vary from one year t@ another 
and in different envi:ri:l>1m~nu ,and even between dif·fe:rent pianicles 1 ())Il!. the 
same plant. The investigator needs to keep such variables in.mind when 
he makes hiis predictions." The prec«llcity of the endcspiem as c~ared 
embryos are fot'llllled prior to fertilization. Brink and C@oper (13) indicate 
that in sexUB;l species, the fertilization ?f the egg and central cell are 
parallel events, the endosperm nucleus dividing shortly thereafter; the 
. 
zygote may divid~ concurrently but the endosperm norimia.lly divides before 
the embryo and its rate of mitosis exceeds that of the em.bry@. Ccmsid., 
. ' 
erable variation apparentiy exists but the authors suggest that the five 
· known cases in sexual ,species recorded as h.ii.ving zygote division preced"" 
ing endosperm division (Najas minor, Liminocharis emarginata, Elodea £!:B!.= 
densis, Liminophyton obtusifoliU!Jh1l, Vallisneria spiralis) should be rein= 
. . I . . 
' vestigate4 Since the last twCll named species are known to, be err1C11neoudy 
analyzed. In Paspalum in which Synder (60) reports that 10lack of corre= 
lation between development of the archesporial cell and cigmparable events 
when the endosperm is sixteen to thirty two nucleate. Synder states, 
11Gustafssi0>n has stressed the existence CJJf a strong tendency t(l) )Pireclude 
fertilization through a forward shift in the time at which embryo devel= 
opment is initiated. Here and in othler S)Pooiictic Jl!lanic5!ae (Wamke, 
Synder et. al) initiation of embryi0> development usually does not O\t!Cur 
until 15~30 hours after growth ~f the pollen tube inti0> the sac. A more 
. . . 
plausible explanation fot the failure <Olf fertUiz.at.ion in these species 
and pr@bably iKll the initial e~tablishment of apomixh in many other 
species W((l)uld be a phys-iological clOlndition of the egg cell and male 
' nuc'lei acting to prevent the union of these gametes. 11 
7. The i1llllJ?ortance to, fertility of the ratio of maternal tissue g 
endospermg embryo ploidy, not'\11!1lally 2:3:2 in sexual organisms, has been 
stressed by S\everal authors. Miiimitzing (47) suggests that this mi.ay not 
be. aS\ critical in apcwnicts a.s iTOJ. sexuals. However BriTOJ.k and C@cper (13) 
14 
feel that the change in this 2:3;2 rati(l) may be an important cause of seed 
I ' :, 
collapse and refer to Th®llpscn ° s work in which crosses betwe,en species 
differing in chrcmwsome numiber -re mor~ likely to yield germinable seed 
if the parent with the larger chrom.osome num.ber is used as the, feunale. 
Warmke (72) in his work on :ranic1Ul1JID! suggests a.ho that a 2;3;,.2 ratio ._wou14, 
be selectively favorred over a 2: 5: 2 which would result from pseudog~mous 
2 polar um.reduced s,acs. 
8. Finally there are several refe:i:iences in the literature to poly= 
spen1!1\Y• Artschwager (4) finds .this phenomenon occurring in Sorghum vulgare 
and Warmke (71) in Taraxacum~ and Webber (73) refers to work in Saccharum 
in which polyembryony results from. fertilization by extra=generative nu= 
clei. 
While admittedly the above review ©>f literature is a se'iected one, 
an. attempt has bee'!ffi made to therein indicate, supedic,idly at least, 
At this time attention will be drawn to several specific papers which 
have appeared since 1954. One is an account by Fisher, Ba$haw, and Holt 
(27) presenting evidence for apffllll\ixis in Pennisetum ciliare and Cenchrus 
' I, , i 
setigerus, in which material the ~gaspore undergoes two divisions and 
is then crowded out by ap9spoiric sacs produced from. enlarged nucellar 
cells. Approximately 22% twin embry©>s are obtained, the proembryos devel= 
oping both in the c.ha.laza.l and mic.r~pylar ends of the ovule. The authors 
postulat~ that both genera pr@bably belong to a lilingle,agamic c©>mplex. 
' . 
' 
An excellent paper appeared also i'JCl\ 19-54 by Wairmke (7 2) on apomixis 
in PanicUll!ll mal{im.um, a species exhipiti.ng fac.ultative, apospoey C@mbined 
with pseud©>g$1t1lllY. Both 8mand 4=nucleate sacs are produced, the 4=nucleate 
type having 2 synergids, l egg, and 1 polar. Warmke 1!!1\Elntions Narayan°s (4~) 
15 
finding of similar 4Qnucleate embryo sacs in PennisetUlllll rueppellii and 
E.~ villosum.. Enlargement of the nucellar cell is independent of sporoQ 
genous cell degeneration which is not, at an early stage, due to crowding. 
Later on, however, ie.rcwding o,f multiple sacs becmn~s a fa11:b:ii:r in the 
' 
ability to reach maturity. Fertilization occurs 4.5 t0> ,8 hours after 
anthesis; th~ first endosperm divid.on occurs 9 h0>urs after anthesis, 
the first division of the embcyo, 19 p.ours after an.thesis at whi~h time 
the endosperm has .16=32 free nuclei, .differing in this respect from the 
autoncmnous an,d precccious embryo development in Poa. Occasicmally two 
8=nucleate sacs were found in a single ovule indicating the possibility 
that 8~nuclei did not always represent a reduced conditicn. However, 
Watmke points ou:t that an 8Qnucleate. unreduced sac, containing 2 ~olars 
would result after fertilization in a 2!!_ embryo, 5!!!, endosperm and 2!!, 
matenn.al tissue, apparently less balanced and less fertile (13) than a 
2:3:2 condition resulting fr01l1ll fertilization in a reduced sac or fertiQ 
lization of the single polar of an unreduced 4=nucleate sac. Fertility 
studies indicated that 'the lowest fertility was obtained fr@1Jl!ll !lllaterial 
having the largest number of sacs per ovule. A low fertility obtained 
from material with the largest number of 8=nucleate sacs is also probQ 
ably significant, whereas the highest fertility was obtained in material 
with the lowest number of sacs and few if any 8=nucleate sacs. 
In 1955 Synd~r, Hernandez, and Warimnke (61) published on the mechanism 
of apomixis in Fennisetum ciliare. They found that the development of 
the embryo sac followed two different patterns, one which resulted in 
a 4=nucleate type with 2 synergids~ l egg, and 1 polar; another result= 
ing in an 8=nucleate type with 2 synergids, l egg, 2 polars and 3 plus 
antip0>dals. The number of sacs per ovule differed in different strains, 
16 
vanr:y.ing from 1 °8 with meainlSl vairying f:r«JJm L 5 tO 4. 6. In strains with the 
highest nummber of 8°nucleate sacs~ the enlairging nucellar cells were fre 0 
quently not well defined until a.ft.er meiosi~ was COlllllllpleted in the mega 0 
sporoicytes, whereas in strains showing a lower number of such sacs, enlarged 
aposporic initials were collXlmonly found at a similar stage of development. 
The authors conclude that variations in the timing of the development of 
nucellar embryo sac initials and in the number of sacs per ovule indicate 
considerable differences in the faic:tors responsible fer aposporic phenom0 
ena. Here, too, embryo divisions are stimulated by endosperm development 
and usually occur after the endospenm has reached a 16°32 nucleate condi= 
tion. Polyembryony, i. e o Webber O si false polyembryony, occurs i_n about 
20% of ovules of one strain, resulting in 17.7% twin seedlings. 
Menti10Jn should be made of several points emphMized by J. B. Hair (35) 
in his paper dealing with sub:sexual reproduction in Agropyron. In this 
material at the time of anthe:sis, the unreduced egg had often developed 
precociomsly into a small proembryo and ''JPUJt itself out of reach of ferti= 
lization" j whereas in sexual:s the free nucleate endo:spem was iirdtiated 
in advance of divisions in the young zygoteo The author, agreeing with 
Esau 0 s (25) data in Fartheniumm~ states that in apomictic plants there is 
very little correbticm between the rate of developme~t of the embryo 
and that of the endosperm. An interesting observation of multiple polars 
was made in this material, the more apomictic material exhibiting a de= 
crease in the number of synergids and an increase in the number of polars, 
eggs: or anUpcdal gr1oups o Chiar1JJgi and Franci@i j) cited by Hair {35) • had 
cbserved similar irreguh\:rities in apomictic Ocl:!.na serrulata, repc»rting 
25% of sacs unanalyzable and rec@rding Qifficulties with antipodals and 
questi@nable synergidso 
17 
Twc» papen appeared in 1957 QJn apomixis in Gramin~ae. ~mery (24), 
studying Setaria» repQJrted that 5 perennial species fQJrm p@lyploid memQ 
bers of an ag4llll\\ic c101mplex. Two types of embryo sacs are formed, an 8= 
nucleate sexual type and a 4=nucleate apOl!Kilictic type, the 4 nuclei being 
1 synergid, 1 egg and 2 polars. He finds, in addition, that the sexual 
members of this agamic complex, as of the majority of such cl!lllmlplexes, 
are usually selfQincompatible and hence cross fertilized, but that this 
condition is not without exceptions. 
BrQJwn and Emery (14) repcrted on apommixis in the tribe Andropogoneae. 
In Themeda triandra, although reduced sexual sacs were occasionally pos= 
sible; aposporous 4=nucleate sacs predominated, a l=polar type being 
about five times as frequent as a 2=polar 4=nucleate type. Apparently 
I 
these 2=polar aposporous sacs are not functional, as endospet'lml chromosome 
counts revealed only a 3E_ or 2!_, unfertilized condition. The precocious 
development of either the embryo or endosperm was not constant. In 
Both.riochlia>a ischa.emum, ComtlJlll!)Ol'I. type, 2!!,:;: 40,60, the ratio of 2=pola.r 
to l=polar.types, both apomictic., was 1:7; that in the ollr:iental.type, 
2~ g 50,60, was 1:8 with no sexual sa~s observed. Here usually initial 
dividcms of th~ egg are reported tc» follc»w the ini~ial endosperm divi= 
sions althQJugh two acc~ssions, King Ranch and Triangle City, are reported 
to show the reverse precocity. The authors suggest that Themeda repre= 
sents a rather young and still evolving group, an agamic complex of sexual 
diploids and more or less aposp@rous polyploids. In Bothriochfoa isch= 
time, and it l\1!il,l.y represent one obligate apomictic species belonging to 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The plant materials for this investigation have been maintained in 
an experimental nursery at the Oklahoma Agricµltural Experiment Station 
for the past several Y,ears. These and other related accfflssfons are pu:t 
of a collection of Old World Bluestems used in the forage crops breeding 
program~ The six accessions studied belong to the tribe Andropogoneae, 
su,btribe Bothriochloae (Keng.). In the following t..;ible, the species 
names, accession numbers used at this station, the place of origin of 
' the collections, and their cb.romoso\lll\le numbers are listed: 
Species Accession Number Place of Origin Chr@mosome Ntllllllilber 
Dichanthium annulatum 3242 Calc1.lltta, Imllia 2n gi 20 (21) 
Dichanthi1,1JD annulatum 3].82 Israel 21t1!. g 40 (21) 
Dichanthium annulatum 4099 Punjab, India 2!! :;:: 40 (21) 
Dichanthium annulatum 4083 South Africa 2n :.: 60 (21) 
Bothriochloa in!jermedia 2655 British Guiana!/ 2n ~ 40 (20) 
·; gange:tica type 
Bothriochloa isghaemum 2582 Fot'llllllosa 2l}l ~ 60 (17) ... 
, .. 'l 
In general, f h~d ,mat~rLd has bee.n used! whenever JP)@~dble v CIQ)llec= 
tions being ,made from row plamtings established at the Agr@n@mmy Fa.rm 
Andropogon ga'.!:'.den (19) west .of ,sttUwa.tier~ Oklahoma. At ti1I!lles it has 
prbven neeef)ls.axy to, use greenhouse m~terial, but 10.0> attf*ll!!lJP~ has been 
made as yet to undertake a com,arative study of the ~ffect of the two 
. Y Bothriochloa intermedia ~ gangetica type~ is an intr<0J1foictionm from 
Br~tish Guiana where it occurred as an escape from. cultiv&ticni it is 
probably an Indian type. ' , . 
18 
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envirom.ments; however relatively few of the data reported here were obQ 
I 
i . 
tained from greenhouse plants •. inflorescences were colleicted almost 
entirely between 8:30 and 11 A.M. during the flowering seasom. am.d fixed 
immediately in the field. The fixative employed was that suggested by 
Bradley (11), and the method utilized exclusively for the study of the 
female gametophytes was the Bradley method, modified only slightly to 
' I 
the requirements,of this material. Inflorescences were preserved in a 
fixative of 4 parts chloroform: 3 parts absolute ak.bhol : 1 part gla~ 
cial acetic acid in which they keep satisfactorily for :many m.onths under 
slight refrigeration~ At a magnificat~on, of 18x, the stamens and pistil 
of] the· sessile floret were dissected 'out intact and transferred to a 
I ' ' 
small wire basket affiJed to a wire loop (see diagram) to facilitate 
I 
transfer from. one beaker to the next. 
Figure 1.. Basket used to 
transfer ovule through 
sol.utiOJ1l'hS. 
The fleilrt:dts of a single raceme were usually worked with as a group, 
each greilup being assessed a separate series number for convenience of 
re~ording. The wire basket cont~ining the material was transferred 
th~ough the following solutiGns at the indicated intervals: 
1. 4% aqueous iron alum at 75° c. for 3 minutes 





" Ii I! II Ii 
50% HCl for 10 minutes 
Distilled water for 10 minutes 
II II II II 
ii 
Studies of the anthet>s of each floret were ,made friQ)m simple aceto 
' .. 
were examim.ed f@r germinating pollemi. Ihei oviuies, placed on a slide 
the ovule was remiQ)ved by using fine sewing needles inserted in c@rks as 
dissectiimg t@oh. All debris amid excess water were rem@ved fr«:1>m the 
slide; a driOlp cif acetoca:rmine placed on the material» and coverslip 
' pressure applied. Careful manipulati@n with a needle on top IQlf the 
out int&M::t in a high pe:rccentage i'.llf cases. During the later stages of 
th.is work it beciame increasingly easy tlQJ obtain the sac or sacs el:llttrely 
free from any extraneous tissue before staining, thus greatly simplify= 
ing analysis. 
i.nvestigati@n itS ,thsit in a smear preparation it is diffkult to determine 
the @rientations~ p@sitionsj and/@r pla~es of origil:ll Olf the sa~s. Obvi= 
21 
C(!J)lli11mOnly used se<e tilQJning techniques ha.ve dhadl:vantages ablQJ, particularly 
that of interpretatilQJn through different levels. The beauty of the tech= 
nique used in this investigation h not OJlll!ly its Slimplicity and speed but 
the possibility of more accurate interpretation, since the sacs in their 
entirety a:re presiernt in a single microscopic fi.eld. In the hands of an 
expert technicLan, this method certainly offeri,; conddle:rable potential 
for studies IQ)f thh kind. 
A few @bservatfons om. )f»IQJlle,n grain germina.ti((l)n and piQlUen tube growth 
have been made. While this is not a major feature of the research, men= 
tfon should he~de of the satisfaiet@:ry techniqlille empl©yed in these pre= 
liminary studies. A methlQld suggested by J. Wilson (per:s@nal CIQJmnmunication 
to Dr. J. R. Harlan) is the SIQJ=called CL method, invlQJlving fixation in 
FAA» bleat;hing in dUute .acdi,1,11oof hypochlcrite from 3 to 24 )m(Qlun depending 
on the pigimentation of the stigimas, and staining in aqueous la~moid, 
Detailed a@ailys@s were always made with an oil iimmersioim le@:s at a 
magnificatilQln of 1125:ic A BauiSJch and LIQJmb E research mit;t'©:SC(!J)pe was used. 
A Bamsch and L((j)mb K camera was used f@r photography. The pur~l'mase of the 
photJQlmmic.r@g:lfaphic e<qJuipment used and tl'me. installation ilrll tlhe laborat<())ry 
of darkroom facilities for this k@rk were @f great assi:stant;e, aimd the 
author wishes particuhirly to thank the Agr«:»nomy d.epartment Qf Oklahoma 
State University for these research aids. 
RESULTS 
sented i@ Tables I thr@ugh VI. 
Table I. Di.©hanthium annull.atl!.Jl.m A~J242» a diploid. 
Tabll.e II. D:i«::.hant!mil.ll11ll1l aimimulLat\\JllJill\ A-3182 9 a tetrapfoid. 
Table III .Dfohaimthium ann\illbtumm A~4099 9 a tetrapl@id. 
Table IV. Diichamthium ann\\lllat\\JllJill\ A.=4083 9 a hexapfoid. 
Tabll.e V. Bothrio©hl@a i@telrll1Ii\edia 9 gangeti©a type 9 Am2655 9 
a tetraplcid. 
Table VI. E@thrio©hll.oa is©haelllJlium A=2582 9 a hexapl@id. !/ 
Stage Q>f lllJlii©r@aip@re lQJ:I' !f»@Uel!ll. C@hnmnm. I. 
The ll.eftham.v& ©IQlll.ulmn of ea\Clm table b a@ a:r"!:»itradlly ch@®elill meafil\ai of 
be viewied u@deir such a sywitemm 9 H. ha$1 bieiein utilized here JP>l:dllllilarily as a, 
I 
1~ m.i©r@sporiei or polllen ~ith 1 nu©ll.euai or showing signs 
of divi~ion (Q)f tlme 1 ~u©leuai. In the Tables, this 
!lrn the presentation @f rewult® and dis1Cussi@n Q>f them t@ foll.low» the 
aicicessiiQJns wilLl be referred t@ by n1Ulilil1lber only to avoid 1t;<Qlnwttarmt lr®]PJ®UU<C»@ 
of gen~~ a~d $peici®lll iruam®®· F@r ®~ample» Di©hanthi!Jll®l ann~latum A=3242 will 
be ~®f®r~ed t~ $imply as 3242. 
1 2 3 4 
Stage of Number Number Average 
~1icrospore of Ovules of Number of 
or Analyzed Sacs Sacs: Per 
Pollen ovule 
l nucleate 
and 8 8 1 
1 = 2 
2 = 3 
and 29 29 l 
3 nucleate 
Starch 
Formed 9 9 1 
Pollen 
Shed 10 10 1 
Totals 56 56 1 
TABLE I 
Dichanthium annulatum 3242 
5 6 7 8 
Sacs Immature 4= 5= 
Not or Nucleate Nucleate 










Apom;l.t ic = Sexual= 










3 J. ~ ' 4 
Stage of Number Number Average 
Mfcrospore of ovules of Number of 




and 23 27 Ll 
1 = 2 
2 = 3 
and 40 52 1.3 
3 nucleate 
Starch 
Formed 36 63 1.8 
. 
Pollen 
Shed 28 lt-5 L6 
Totals 127 181 LS 
J 
TABLE II 
Dichanthium annulatum 3182 
:::, b I 
Sacs Xmmature L.1= 
Not or Nucleate 
Analyzable Undeveloped Sacs 
Sacs 
·- - . . . 
4 9 12 
































1 2 3 4 
Stage of Number Number Average 
Micro spore of ovules of Number of 
or Analyzed Sacs Sacs JEl'er 
Pollen Ovule 
l nucleate 
and 24- 27 Ll 
1 = 2 
2 = 3 
and 20 JL~ Li 
3 nucleate 
Starch 
Formed 51 112 2,l 
Pollen 
S:hed 41 717* L9 
,-.-
Totals 136 250 L8 
* 9 cases of endosperm only 
TABLE III 
Dichanthium annulatum 4099 
5 6 7 
Sacs Immature 4= 
Not or Nucleate 





16 1 74 
4 6 





























1 2 3 4 
Sta.2e 0£ Number Number Average 
Microspore of·Ovules of Number of 
or Analyzed Sacs Sacs Per 
Pollen Ovule 
1 nucleate 
and 44. 48 1.1 
1 = 2 
2 = 3 
and 39 51 L3 
3 nucleate 
Starch 
Formed 11 12 1.1 
Pollen 
Shed 9 13 L4 
Totals 103 124 L2 
TABLE IV 
.D.ichanthium annulatum 4083 
5 6 7 
Sacs Immature 4= 
Not or Nucleate 
Analyzable Undeveloped Sacs 
Sacs 
1 1 33 
2, 3 37 
9 
1 2 




























' 1 ·2 3 4 
.stage of Number · Number Average 
Microspore of Ovules of Number of 
or Analyzed. Sacs Sacs· Per 
Pollen Ovule 
1 nucleate 
and 22 30 1.4 
~ = 2. 
~ = 3 




)l'ormed 24 45 1.8 
Pollen 
Shed 66 119* 1.8 
..-
Totals 201 343 1.7 
* 2 cases of endosperm only 
TABLE V 
Bothriochloa intermed~a 2655 
' .5 6 7 
Sacs Immature 4c 
Not. or Nucleate 
Analyzable Undeveloped Sacs 
Sacs 
2 20 8 
12 7 111 
4 2 25 
13 6 22 




























1 1: 2 Ii 3 4 
Stage of Number Number Average 
Microspore 'of Ovules of Number of 
or :Analyzed Sacs Sacs Per 
Pollen Ovule 
If·- - - --
1 nucleate 
and 22 50 2.3 
1 ° 2 
-- ---- - ---
2 ° 3 
and 22 35 L6 
3 nucleate 
Starch 
Formed 9 9 1.0 
Pollen 
Shed 55 112 2.0 
Totals 108 206 1.9 
I 
TABLE VI 
Bothriochloa ischaemum 2582 
5 6 I 7 
Sacs Immature 4a 
Not or Nucleate 
Analyzable Undeveloped Sacs 
Sacs 
- -· --































stage is designated as l•nucleate and 1•2 (1 vegeta• 
tive and 1 generative nucleus). 
2. pollen showing division stages of 2-3 or containing 
3 nuclei (1 vegetative and 2 generative nuclei). 
This stage is designated as 2-3 and 3 nucleate. 
4. pollen shed stage. 
29 
Co11JJXl'lln 5 through 11. If a preparation p~ovided the investigator with no 
Average number of sacs per ovule. C@l1lJlllllln 4. 
These averages represent the ratio: 
n\lllllmber of sacs studied (Coll1llll!iln 3) 
n\1\1l!!lber of ovules analyzed (C@l1.l\ll1!1lID, 2) 
3242 is the only accession consistently having 1 sac per ovule. The other 
overall variation b~t 2582 appearing very erratic. In the following graph 9 
the abscissa represents the 4 pollen stages; the ordinate 9 the n\llllKl\ber of 
sacs per ~vule. The decrease in n1lJ1mlllber of sacs per ovule in both hexaploids 
at pollen stage 3 may be due to the relatively low n\llllll\bers of sacs available 
f~r those particular analyseso In addition, variability is eviden©ed in 
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which might possess the fewer number of sacs, probably accounts in great 
part for this record in 2582. A higher number of sacs per ovule actually 
exists at the two inteirmediate pollen stages in this accession. 
Sacs not analyzable. Column 5. 
If one or more sacs of an ovule could be analyzed, and it was ob= 
served that other sac material was present but partially obscured or 
torn, these later sacs were counted a.nd tabulated as "unanalyzable". 
Since the nUl!K'llber of sacs per ovule (Coluimn 4) is based on the total sacs 
present, it was felt that some recognit.i@n of these should be made. 
I~ture or undeveloped sacs. Column 6. 
Thh is a tabulation of sacs which were intact andl e!Thtire but in 
which less than 4 nuclei were found. 2655 appears to be the only acces= 
sion in whi©h an appreciable num.ber of such immature sacs persisted into 
and beyond the starch stage of the pollen~ and this accessions and 4083, 
the olThly oro11:1,s to slu»w significant nummbers of illllllrlll<ll!.ture sacs bey@nd the 
earliest pollen i!iltage studied. 
Types of embryo sacs. Colurnmn 71 ,!P,dl 8. 
Two types of sacs were found in all the accessions except 3242 a.nd 
are tabulated in Columns 7 and 8 respectively. It has become convenient 
to refer to these as the 4=nuch,ate antdl 5=mJlcleate types, but ce:rtain 
explanations are in order. Th~ 4=nucleate condition in these materials 
appears to be 2 synergids, 1 egg nu«:::leus s alt1ld 1 polar nucleus. The 5= 
nucleate type differs by having 2 p((lllar nuclei and a group of a.ntipod.als. 
The finding of 5 nuclei plu~ antipodals in all the embryo sacs of· 3242, 
which rep,riQlduces by sexual meians <0Jnly ~ was taken as evidlenrf!e that a 2 
polar condition could be associated with sexuality. The finding also 
that the group of mul ti=antip0>dah, bun«:::lbiecl\ and often extruding from 
32 
-the ch.&lazal end of the embryo sac, became easily detached, even to some 
extent in 3242 material in whidm only a single sac per ovule is formed 
and particularly in multi 0 sac ovules, led to the decision that a search 
for antipodals in every preparation was not necessary.~/ It was thought 
that the presence of 2 polars, particularly in cases where in addition 
2 synergids and l egg nucleus were clearly seenj was sufficient evidence 
for classifying such sacs as of a p<tiltentially sexual type. Since all 
preparations are not perfect j. the finding of 2 polars was considered 
adequate by itHlf •. In. the light of Brown and Emery 0s (14) report of 
an occasional 2 polar condition in a 4=nucleate sac, it is possible that 
a small percentage of the sacs in thi!:i nnaterial has been misclassified. 
If 2 polar apom.ictic sacs do occur in this material, as will be pointed 
apomictic genera. In the present investigation, sacs containing 2 polars 
are classified as of a potentially sexual type, The presence of 2 polars 
is quite evident when it occurs, altho~gh it is not always easy to dis= 
nucleoli being extremely large and densely staining. Critical study 
usually reveals the true condition however, the few slides not JI.ending 
themselves to accurate analyses being discarded. 
Embryo types. Columns 9 through 11. 
Certain decisions were necessa,i:y also in classifying embryos. The 
following system was used~ 
'J/ Although the ant.ipodah are; n(Q)t always lost in the course of the 
technique employed, p,eriodicd checks were imade for the p'lt:iesence of antiQ 
pedals by using a simple aceto 0 cat'!llllline smear technique. This simpler 
t~chnique is not adequate for careful analyses of sac nuclei, but the 
antipodals were less likely to be lost, It was quite obvious that sacs 
with antipodals occurred in all the accessions studi~d, a conclusion 
supported by the findling of antipodals in posthrtilizai.tioxi·sa~is, a stage 
which can be studied! without t~e uise of the B~adlley technique. 
1. ApOlll\lllic tic type e1lllilbey@s. iCIQ)l 'lllliilln 9. 
a. embryos in sacs c,::»nt.aiining l polar. 
b. e1lllilbryos in sac$ in the same ovule as a sac 
containing a sexual=type embryo. 
2. Sexual type embryos. CIQ)lumn 10. 
a. embryos in sacs ccont,aining 2 polan. The finding 
of embrjros in 2 pl())lar sacs will be discussed later. 
b. embryos in sacs containing antipodals. Again it is 
possible that sacs containing antipodals are not 
sexual (71). However, from material containing 
the two principal types of embryo sacs discussed 
here, maternal type and hybrid progeny have been 
recovered (20), and it is logical to assumme that 
what is seen at an embryo sac stage is representa 
tive of the two types of reprl())duction. · 
3. Embryos not typed. Colurnmn 11. 
a. embryos in sacs n@t containing antipodals and in 
which the endosperm was developed so that the num0 
ber of polars could not be determined. This repre= 
sents an appreciable number of cases, particularly 
in the Bothricchfoa spp. 2655 andl 2582, and in the 
Dichanthium:4099. Wh~re embryos can be typed, by 
polar nWi!lber IOlr antipodals~ this stage of 111!11mturity, 
since it represents! a lll!l\ore terminal ,stage in devel= 
opment, has some advantages as the preferable stage 
at which to detet'!!mline fre~uencies of the sexual type 
sac. The high f re«j[uency of untypable embeyosi, how= 
ever, might detract considerably fr@m confidence in 
such dete:rminati@ns. 
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ovule, and, in addition the range of numbers encountered. The true pie= 
ture is prl())bably not represented in 2582, sin.ce as previously explained, 
preparations are na>t tabulated fr,M which no analyses wel!:'e obtained; 
vacuolated sacs could not even be accurately counted. The average num= 
5, 6, and 7 horizontally for each accession should total 100% and show 
1 2 
Total Average 
Accession Number of Number of 
Number Sacs Sacs Per 
Studied Ovule and 
Range 
S=, -- -· . 
1 
3242 56 (1) 
""'""'""""""" .. "" 
1.5 
3182 187 (1=4) 
1.8 
4099 250 (1=7) 
1.2 
4083 124 (1 ... 3) 
1. 7 
2655 343 (1=5) 
1.9 
2582 206 (1=7) 
I 
TABLE VII 
SUJ\lft1ARY OF DATA FOR ALL ACCESSIONS STUDIED 
3 4· 5 
4=Nucleate 5=Nucleate 
Sacs plus Sacs plus Immature 
Apomictic~Type Sexual-Type Sacs 
Embryos as Embryos as 
% of 2 % of 2 
-
o.o 92.9 7.1 
--
62 .o 10.2 5.3 
c· 
54.0 28.0 2.0 
...-.co-
69.4 16.9 8 .1 
55.1 1L4 10.2 
42.0 9.7 5.3 
6 i 
Unanalyzable 
Sacs or Untyped 
Embryos 










Total Number 4=Nucleate 
of Mature Sacs plus 
Accession Analyzable Apilmictic= 
Number Sacs or Type 
Embryos Embryos 
as% of 8 
3242 52 o.o 
3182 135 85.9 
4099 205 65.8 
- - - . ./ 
4083 107 80.4 
2655 228 82.3 
2582 106 81.1 
TABLE VII {Continued) 
10 11 
5=Nucleate Sacs % of Sexuals 
plus Sexual= Present As 
Type Embryos Single 




























the average composition of the total sacs studied. These percentages are 
based upon the totals in ColulllDl!m 2. 
Column 4 and Column 9 are both summations of the sacs and embryos 
considered to be apomictic. However, the percentages in Column 4 are 
based on total number of sacs, Column 2; whereas the percentages in Col= 
umn 9 are based on totals of llllMlture analyzable material only, Column 8. 
Similarly Column 5 and Columtn 10 are summations of sacs and embryos con= 
sidered to be sexual and are again based upon the totals of Columns 2 
and 8 respectively. 
The percentagetof sexual type sacs which exist as single sacs in an 
ovule are indicated in Column 11. The very high percent in 4083 is doubt= 
lessly rel~ted to the high number of single sacs of all types, and as 
already indicated, all the sacs in 3242 are both single and of a sexual 
type. The other accessions show similarity here, from 33 = 40% of the 
sexual type sacs being singles. Col1llllll!n 12 indicates the occurrence of 
multi=nucleoli. Both hexa~loids show this in striking fashion. Binu= 
cleolate nuclei are the most fre~uent type, but 3 or 4 nucleoli per nu= 
cleus are not uncollllll'!11on. All sac nuclei~ synergids~ egg nucleus and polars 
have been found at one time or another in this condition. In 4083 when 
multi=nucleoli exist, particularly in the polar nucleus, they are usually 
of quite different sizes (average measurements indicate .0198 mm. for the 
larger and .0079 mm. for the smaller); whereas in 2582 they are both more 
frequent and more equal in size. Polyspermy~ or the presence of extra= 
generative nuclei has been observed in both Bothriochloa spp. Its pos= 


























COMPARATIVE RATINGS OF ACCESSIONS AT VARIOUS POLLEN 
STAGES(VALUES EXPRESSED AS PERCENT) 
3 
4=Nucleate Sacs 
Imm.at~re Sacs and Apcmictic 
e Embr os 
1 Nucleate and 1 Q 2 
44.0 2655 66.6 4083 68.8 
14.8 3242 50.0 4099 66.6 
6.6 3182 33.0 3182 44.4 
2.1 2582 22.0 2582 32.0 
o.o 4099 14.8 2655 26'~6 
10.0 4083 14.6 3242 o.o 
I . r 
2 - 3 and 3 Nucleate 
2,2.2 4083 5.9 2655 :74. 5 
15.4 2655 4.7 4083 72.5 
11.8 3182 L:9 2582 68.6 
8.1 4099 o.o 3182 67.3 
3j3 2582 o.o 4099 50.0 
o.o 3242 o.o 3242 0.0 
22.2 2655 4.4 4083 75.0 
14.3 4099 0.9 . 3182 73l.O 
13.2 2582 o.o 2655 66.6 
11.l 4083 o.o 2582 66.6 
8.3 3182 o.o 4099 66.0 
o.o 324.2 o.o 3242 o.o . ' 
50.9 2655 5.0 4083 53.9 
48.7 4099 o.o 3182 51.0 
35.5 2582 o.o 2582 35.1 
26.0 4083 o.o 4099 33.7 
15.4 3182 o.o 2655 :n. 6 




3242 50 .• 0 
4099 18.5 
4083 14.6 























Comparative Ratings of Accessions at Various 
Pollen Stages. Table VIII 
In Table VIII these same data have been presented in s~ightly dif= 
ferent form. Each heading of a column indicates a classification of 
embryo s~cs~ the four conditions accounting for all the sacs studied. 
The Table was set up. in this fashion: 
The percentages are all based on figures in Column 3 (Tables I = VI). 
Percentages of .Column l (Table VIII) a:re taken from figures of Col 0 
un:ins 5 plus 11 (Tables I= Vi). 
Percentages of Column 2 (Table VIII) are taken from figures of Col= 
wmin 6 (Tables I= VI). 
Percentages of Column 3 (Table VIII' are taken fr!Cml figures of Col= 
umns 7 plus 9 (Tables I= VI). 
Percentages of Column 4 (Table VIII) are taken fl'IOO!m figures of Col ... 
umns 8 plus 10 (Tables I~ VI). 
I 
The percentages for any one accession read horizontally in any one 
section should total 100% and indicate the average composition of these 
sacs at any one stage. The four sections of Table VIII repr.esent the 
four pJQlllen stages used, so tlMl!.t comparisons oif the figures of any one 
accession read vertically should indicate in general a developmental 
sequence. Each bOJx is ranked frmn high percentage to low so that shifts 
in comparative standing can also be studied. 
Estimates of Sexual Potential. Table IX 
This Table has t~ree parts to indicate a comparison of estill!nates of 
the sexual potential made (A) as percentage of total sacs, (B) as percent= 
age of mature analyzable sacs, and (C) as percentage of ovules. These 
results will also be discussed further in a later section. 
made which do not lend themselves to presentation in tabular fo:n11.. 
Since, howeveri these observations may be of some interest, they 
TABLE IX 
ESTIMATES OF SEXUAL POTENTIAL 
A IC C E s s I Q1N,S 
S~~ge c»f," :ri;'oUen 3242 I . 3182 I 4099 I 4083 l 2655 · I 2582 
(A)% of.Total Sacs Having 5 .. Nuclei or Sexual Type Embryos 
L · Nucleate and 
1-2 50.0 7 .4 18.5 14.6 o.o 2.0 
2Q3 and ' ' '' ' 
3 Nucleate .. 100.0 15.4 38.2 15,7 12.8 5.7 
$tarch 
li'omed 100.0 . 4.8 18.8 16.6_,_ 1'5.5 22.2 
leollen ,, i 
' Shed 100.0 13.3 40.3 .. 30.8 .10.9 13.4 
·, 
(B~ % of Mature Analyzable Sacs Havi111g 5 .. Nuclei or Sexual Type Embryos 
' 1 Nucleate and 
\ ' 1-2 100.0 14.3 21.i 17 .5 o.o 5.9 
2-3 and .J,. ' 
3 Nuclea1te 100.0 18.6 . , 43.3 11. 7 14.6 7.7 
Starch 
Formed '' 100.0 ... 6 .• o. 22.l 18.2 18.9 25.0 
Pollen·· ' ' ' ' 
Shed 100.0 20.7 54.4 36.4 24.5 27.3 
' ' 
(C) % of Ovules Having S~Nuclei or Sexual Type E1l'!llbeyos 
l Nucleate an~ '". ',,., 
' 1 ... 2 50.0 8.7 20.8 15.9 o.o 4.5 
2=3 and 
. 3 Nucleate . 100.0 20.0 65.0 20.5 21.3 9.1 
Starch 
. Wonned. 100.0. 8 •. 3 41.2 18.2 29.2 22.2 
PoUen I 
Shed 100.0 :U.4 75.6 44.4 19.7 27.3 
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will be mentioned at this time. 
1. Relative position of embryo sacs in an ovule. 
2. Measurements of sac size. 
3. Precocious initiation of embryo development. 
As discussed under materials anidl methods, relative positions of the sacs 
are difficult to determine with this techni~ue. In the polyploids, the 
sexual type sac with antipodals has often been observed fitted tightly 
into the micropyle in the same :reila.tive position anidl relationship as 
the single sexual sac of the diploid. The apomictic type sacs appear 
usually to be derived from initials close to the micropylar :region» al= 
though Qccasionally either because of the techni~ue used or as depicting 
the actual story, they appear more chalazal th position in relation to 
the position of the sexual type sa~. The best identified l 0 nu~leate sac 
initials found in this study were apparently megaspores judging by posi= 
tion. It was admittedly much dmmpler t·IOJ find a single enlarged cell and 
other disintegrating megaspores in the region of the micropyle than to 
observe after smearing a single enlarged somatic cell and to be sure it 
was of nucellar origin. Single celled sacs have been observed not only 
in 3242 where this determination is relatively simple but in 2655, 3182, 
and 4:,083, also. It its knl(l)Wl!.1!. frr©JJ\lil Lillter stage analysis that in aU these 
materials, sexual type sacs are pr\Qldluse:edt it might, however, be l(l)f theo= 
retical inte:rlf;lst tlOJ know if the p:roceH of meiosis ailw.mys IQl«::curs to pr,r;. 
duce .a meg8!~p«:iJ:re which may (])if may n@t ieointinue to function. 
A few measurements l(l)f sac dim.tensions {length by width) wiere made on 
the diploiid 9 on a tetraploid 9 and on both hexa.pfoids. The foll.lowing ave~ 
rages in mm. were obtained: 
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3242, diploid (sexud SSJ.i!::!ll) ,108 X .076 
3182, tet:raplQlid ( apQlrnmictic ~type sacs) .149 X .098 
\,--
4083, hexaploid (apomktfo=type sacs) .173 X .130 
2582~ hexaploid (apornmi©tic=type sacs) .245 X .157 
With a few notable exceptionw~ the sexual type sacs, as would be expected 
if they are :redu©ed in ©h:r(Q)moswme nUlllffibe:r, at both ploidy levels were some= 
ments were also !lll!lade of nuclear and nu©lewla:r diameters in 4083 and the 













The size differences between the various nurclei has been helpful in their 
identifircation. A few instan©es have been noted where ve'lt'y little differ= 
entiation in size has occurred between the nuclei of a 4=nu©leate sac, but 
in the vast rnm.ajority of rcases these differen~es are very easy to detect. 
smeared material may mean. Thie technique enmiployed although ''gentle" is 
still a squash type method. The existence of multiple sacs also makes the 
measurements less reliable pa:rti©ularly~ for example, in 2582, where size 
possible. 
mictic mode of reproduction. The data for the sexual diploid are meagre 
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at this stage, but both conditions have been found here, the cases in 
which the endosperm had undergrcme more divisions than the embryo certa:t.niy 
pfedomminating, but instances obsierved of the embryo (up ti'.JJ 19~celled) 
present in a s~c where the p@lars showed no signs of fertilization. In 
these cases either fertilization of egg cell and polars is not always 
completely synchronized or fertilization has not occurred at all, and 
embryo initiation is not dependent upon it. This type of behavior which 
can occasionally occur in the sexual diploid, occurs more frequently in 
4099 and 3182, in both of which approximately 50% of sacs studied at 
this stage showed the embryo to be more advanced than the endosperm. In 
with antipl())dah. In 2655, 24 out of 32 sacs studied, or 75% showed an 
4083, this percentage was appr@ximately 80% and in 2582 over 90% of the 
sacs with embryos showed embryo precocity. 
DISCUSSION 
When this investigation was initiated, apomixis had not been proven 
to exist in Dichanthium and BothriochloEi species. It was, however, 
strongly suspected pr~ncipally because of the morphological uniformity 
·: L ~· )r°f, :.nr., i·i·· 
of progeny obtained in tlie breeding wotk. Proof of apomixis in both 
I . I 
~oinplexes represented here was eventually obtained (20), and the present 
I 
investigation not only provides supporting evidence to this finding but 
I , . ' 
sheds some light on the mechanisms involved. 
i 
General Pattern of Development 
In·general, apospory (see Preface) has been reported to be the mode 
of gametophytic agamospermy followed in these genera (14). The existence 
~n these. materials of b.oth sexual=type sacs of p'robable archesporial ori= 
~in and apomictic-type sacs of presumably nucellar origin would make di= 
pjlospory somewhat unlikely. In addition, the position of the sexual sacs 
diirectly above the micropyle in the ovule and the general position of the 
a1pomictic sacs either to one side of the micropyle or occasionally appar= 
ently quite far removed from it would point towards apospory as the most 
11ikely pathway of gametophyte formation. These materials are also con= 
I . 
s:idered to be pseudogamous. Nee only are most aposporic genera also pseu ... 
d~gamous, but considerable direct and indirect evidence was at hand 
I 
I 
(Celarier, pers. connn.) to point to such an association existing here. 
i 
B:reeding experiments had :j.ndicated that some of the material reproduced 
I , 
exclusively by sexual means; some were facultative, apomicts, and some 
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appeared to behave as obligate apomicts, The specific accessions chosen 
then represented these three modes of reproduction as well as happening 
to represent three ploidy levels and two complexes. 3242, the diploid, 
showed evidence of sexual reproduction only, the tetraploids, 3182, 4099, 
and 2655 were considered facultative; and the hexaploids, 4083 and 2582 
had not given rise to any hybrid progeny, 
· Comparison of Sexual and Apomictic Methods of Reproduction 
The characteristics of the female gametophyte in the sexually repro= 
ducing Dichanthium contrast beautifully with the situation in the apomicts, 
and in these materials, these general embryological conditions may be con= 
sidered to constitute the principal basic differences between the two 
modes of reproduction. 
1, Number of sacs per ovule 
The most obvious comparison involves the production of a single 
embryo sac per ovule in the obligate sexual type versus multiple 
embryo sacs per ovule in the apomicts~ At the time this research 
was initiated,]!, annulatum 3242 was the only available sexual di"' 
ploid in these two species, However, a~· sericeum diploid- and a 
sexually reproducing tetraploid produced a.t this station were ex= 
amined, and both were found to possess a single sac per ovule. In 
all the apomictic Dichanthium species studied an average of 1,1 sacs 
per ovule (see Figure 2 and Table X) was obtained at the earliest 
pollen stage st::udied, At this same stage both )I!~J\,!,!..ochlo! species 
showed a tendency towards more sacs per ovule, 4099 '0ends up" with 
more sacs than 2655~ however, exhibiting as seen in the table below 
(Table X) the greatest degree of change of any of the accessions, 
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4083, with its low number of sacs per ovµle (average of 1.2), re• 
tains throughout development a relative constancy which 3242 (average 
of 1.0) exhibits to an extreme. Of the apomicts studied, 4099 and 
2582 have the highest average number of sacs per ovule. 4099 has the 
highest frequency of sexual type sacs and 2582, the lowest, if these 
frequencies are based upon total sacs. 4099 still retains its posi-
tion, but the large number of unanalyzable sacs raises the rating of 
2582 when the frequencies are based on analyzable sacs only. From 
these data, however, the frequency of sexual types in the apomicts 
does not seem to have much relation to the number of sacs per ovule, 
and one would question, therefore, that competitive crowding plays 
a significant part in the non-functioning of the sexual type sac. 
The rise in the frequency of sexual type sacs in 2582 at a later 
stage may indicate either that these sacs are initiated later in 
development than the apomictic type or that competition between the 
apomicticsacs t~emselves at an early stage increases the frequency 
of the sexual type later. That both factors probably play a role 
is suggested by the following table, since the net change in the 
number of sacs does not appear to be large in 2582. Viewed in this 
fashion the hexaploids appear to vary the least. of the apomicts, 
with respect to number of sacs during development through these 
stages, one (4083) showing a slight increase i.n number of sacs per 
ovule concurrent with a decrease (68~8·- 53.9) in percentage of 
apomictic type sacs, and an increase (14.6 - 30.8) in percentage 
of sexual types, and the other (2582) showing a slight decrease in 
the number of sacs per ovule concurrent with an increase in frequency 
of both apomictic (32.0 ~ 35,1) and sexual {l,O O 13.4) types. 
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TABLE X 
CHANGE IN NUMBER OF SACS PER OVUJLE EE?WEEN EARLIEST 
AND LATEST POLLEN STAGES STUDIED 
Accessiori No. sacs/ovule at 
earliest staB._§!_studied 
No. sacs/ovule at 


























The average number of sacs per ovule does not seem, however, to 
be correlated with this ploidy level. The one hexaploid, 2582, shows 
the highest average, the other. 4083, shows the lowest average of the 
apomicts, Except for 4099 which shows some other exceptional behav= 
' ior patterns, the Dichanthium species, as a group, exhibit a tend·ency 
towards fewer sacs per ovule than the Bothriochloa species and one 
might suspect that there is some correlation !mere between genus and 
sac numbers, With the exception of 4099 again the Dichanthium spe= 
cies rank in order of sexual potential as they do in average number 
of sacs. Whether then 4099 is under contrCOJl of genetic, physiologi= 
cal, or other type factors enabling the sexual sac to more often 
persist and function or whether sexuality is not correlated with 
number of sacs per ovule remains at this time unknown. Certainly 
when the obligate sexual is considered and the high frequency of 
sexual type sacs in 4083 isi recognizred 1 the potential for sexuality 
appears to be in part cm1ditioned by low number of sacs per ovule; 
additional factors may be operative in 4099, and still other factors 
doubtless determine how much of the potential will be ultimately 
realized. 
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2 ,i Embryo sac constituents 
The principal difference between the obligate sexual accession 
and the apomicts, besides that of sac number~ involves the sac consti= 
tuents, The sexually reproducing plants show only sacs of the 5~ 
nucleate type plu$antipodah, One would expect to find this type 
to different degrees in facultative apomicts and this is true, the 
predominant type being, however, the 4=nucleate type, The finding, 
however of S=nucleate sacs in what had been thought to be obligate 
apomicts was somewhat unexpected, As mentioned earlier 2=polar types 
with and without antipodals are classified as sexuals, There appears 
to be strong justification here for associating a 2=polar type with 
sexuality both because of such an association in 3242 and because 
the 2 polars are usually found in what we have called the 5=nucleate, 
not the 4=nucleate type, If 2 polar, 4=nucleate sacs occur in these 
materials, they are rare, and three types of sacs would have to be 
recognized, 2 types of 4=nucleates and one type of 5=nucleate, 
3. Precocious embryo development. and synchronization mechanisms 
The finding of precocious embryos developing i.n 2 polar sacs is 
not evidence for apomixis since as already indicated, this condition 
occurs in both apomicts and obligate sexuals, Good association of 
antipodals with these emnbryo 0 ,:efl polar seics is also frequent, Without 
this evidence one might suspec.t. precocious embryos in 2 polar sacs 
to indicate either 2 polar apomict.i.c sacs or possibly the presence 
of multianucleolate nuclei; with such evidence, however, we do not 
feel at the present time Justified t.o do other than regard such sacs 
as sexual, 
It would appear more likely that there i:s s:ooie tendency in these 
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materials towards autonomous initiation of the embryo and that this 
tendency~ which incre.ase:s with ploidy level is genetic, It certain-
ly appears to be negatively correlated with ability to produce hybrid 
progeny and may be a large factor :Ln the failure of all sexual po= 
tent.ial to be realize<eL It may be that the condition in the.se mate-
rials is that the female tends to develop slightly faster than the 
male, This would be supported by the :fact that they are protogynous 
(Dewald, pers, comma), There is <'911 so a tendency for autonomous ini= 
tiation of development of the egg cell, For developme.nt to proceed~ 
however~ fertiliz&ltion of the polar is required; when this happens~ 
the apomic tic embryo can proceed in its development, .but if the sex-
ual embryo is already "out of reach of fertilization" its develop-
ment stops even when the endosperm is formed. These apomictic ten-
dencies towards faster deve.lopment in the female and initiation of 
embryo development prior to fertilization ~:ire probably enhanced at 
the higher ploidy levels so that even though a s.exual potential is 
present~ it cannot be realized. These timing emd synchronization 
mechanisms are probably quite delica.t:ely balanc.,ed and ma,y well be 
under both genetic and en.vironmenta,1 influence.. SulCh mechanisms 
' . 
may be a partial e.xplanaticm of the. Bl.ssoci<iffiti.on. of &pomixis and 
polyp.loidy ~. Blnd in our m&tedd s it may be piJJ:ssible. to visua.l.i'ze 
here ·a :t,rend from se:x:ual'.ity through £8!,cultativeness to obligate 
~pomixis on such a basis. In addition to observing this precocious 
embryo , deve.lopme.nt ~ howevet' ~ a reverse trend W&llS ob serve.d in iss2 
whic.h c'ould also c.onc:e:iLvebly pl&y ,a p.airt. in, i.1!:::s obligate .apomictic 
I I 
behav:!,or in spite of se.xu1ai,l potenti.al, This is th~ f8lct that at 
the late pollen sh'~d steige the mai.jority of .its ise:xua.l type. sacs 
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were still present in the 5Qnucleate stageo Since some evidence from 
the earlier stages could be interpreted as indicating later initia-
tion of the sexual type sac 9 and since competition with the larger 
more developed apomictic sacs could conceivably occur to delay de-
velopment, it might be th.at these sexual sacs are not ready for 
fertilization when it occurs. Since both events occur, precocious 
embryos and 5=nucleate sacs at pollen shed~ it may be assumed that 
the failure of sexual potential to be realized in some of these 
species is due primarily to some upset in synchronization or timing 
as has been suggested by various investigators for other materials. 
Subject as these materials are to environmental influences, it would 
seem entirely possible then that very slight changes could tip these 
mechanisms one way or the othero The finding in some materials par-
ticularly 2655 of embryos and endosperm in the same ovules that con-
tain 5=nucleate sacs is also suggestive that these sexual sacsj 
which presumably are in a better position for fertilization» may 
lag behind in development and not be ready to accept this early 
fertilization which in all of these cases had occurred before the 
shedding of the floret's own pollen. If fertilization of these sacs 
could possibly occur subsequently» the apomictic embryos would ob= 
viously better the sexual ones competitively. The failure to find 
sexual type sacs at the earliest pollen stage in 2655 is further 
support for this late initiation and lag of sexual sacs, It is in-
teresting that both the Bothdochloa species sh!'.llW this fe.mture.. 
It is suggested here thenthat the data provide some evidence that 
:1.n apomictic materials t.here is a genetic and/or physiological ten= 
dency for upsets in timing and synchronization of the two sexes; 
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that usually the apomictic egg nucleus c<!lln initiate development 
autonomously and precociously and that this tendency is occasionally 
exhibited also in the sexual type sacs, In addition in Bothriochloa 
there may be a tendency for the sexual type sacs to be initiated 
later than the apomictic sacs 9 and that this retardation in develop-





One other possible factor contributing to confusion concerning 
the number of sac nuclei is the tremendous size and dark staining 
of nucleoli, A multinucleolate condition of one or more sac nuclei 
is very prevalent in !Some materials, This phenomemon has not been 
observed in 3242 1 and it is considered herein to be a function of 
ploidy level since its prevalence increases in the hexaploids» 2582 
and 4083 1 where occasion&111ly three or more nucleoli per nucleus are 
found. Any significance of this condition over and beyond correla= 
tion with ploidy level ia not apparent at thi.s time. The observa= 
tion 1 already mentioned, of nucleoli of very different sizes in the 
polar nucleuis of 4099 i.is~ however~ interesting. Until we know more 
about the basic phyeiofogy of the chromosomes a.nd nuclei within the 
sac~ thh and the fa.ct that not :ai.11 the nuclei show this multi=con~ 
di tion !SJ.t the s<i!Jlme t:itme remain unexplaine.d, 
The phenomenan of polya;ipe:tmy hS!.:s be.e.n obe,erved in both Bothri-
~ &ccession:s studied. Instead of the u:su~l 1 vegetative and 2 
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generative nuclei norm.ally observed in functional pollen, multiple 
generative nuclei are occasionally present here. It is not known 
if or how these function~ but 4 generative nuclei frequently occur 
r 
previous to starch formation. It might be possible to explain in 
this way a hybrid obtained by Celarier (unpubl.) from crossing a 
2655 female with a 4099 male in which the progeny plant was a hexa-
ploid and strongly resembled the paternal parent. Multiple embryos 
observed within one sac in 2655 might be due to fertilization of a 
nucleus other than the egg nucleus by sperm nuclei from more than 
one pollen grain or by multiple generative nuclei such as these. 
The finding also of hexaploid hybrids (Celarier~ pers. comm.) from 
crossing of two tetraploids, a phenomenon which apparently occurs 
frequently in some m2terials (50% of analyzed hybrids with 2655 as 
female) would seem to be too common to be accounted for by poiyspermyv 
although this is conceivable. It is more probable in the opinion of 
these investigators (Celarier and Harlanv pers. com111o)'that these 
hexap_loid hybrids represent the product of fertilization of the un~ 
reduced apomictic sac. Two cases were found in 2655 of proembryos 
with 50 f, probably 60, chromosomes in open pollinated materials 
which 9 because of their field positionv were not likely to have been 
fertilized by pollen other than from a 20 or 40 chromosome species; 
it is presumed that these cases· represent instances of fertilization 
of the unreduced egg nucleus by a reduced sperm. This again would 
indicate that studies need to be undertaken to concentrate on the 
timing and synchronization mechanisms at work in facultative apo• 
micts. If these mechanisms were thoroughly understood» it might 
be possible to more or less control the production of hybrid embryos 
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from unreduced apomictic sacs. 
Estimation of Sexual Potential 
The frequency of the sexual and apomictic potential has been esti-
mated in these materials by use of the following scheme: 
1. Apomixis (Column 4 or 9 9 Table VII): 4-nucleate embryo 
sacs (1 polar) plus apomictic embryos. 
2. Sexuality (Column 5 or 10, Table VII): 5=nucleate sacs 
(2 polar) plus sexual embryos. 
Which figures~ those of Column 5 or those of Column 10~ are better 
inµications of potential sexuality is problematic. At present we have 
noi way of knowing what the composition of the unan.alyzable and immature 
i 
sacs is. If we choose to consider the mature analyzable sacs as a re= 
presentative random sample, the percentages in Column 10 are probably 
more usuable. The ranking in order of sexual potential remains the 
sa~e in either case except for the position of 2582 which apparently 
suffers from the huge numbers of unanalyzable sacs it contains. It is 
hoped that these frequency determinations carry some significance even if 
errors of interpretation may have been made in some analyses. One might 
' ask why these average frequencies have been emphasized instead of simply 
the situation existing at the find pollen stage. A comparison of Column 
5 with the lower right.hand box of Table VIU IM\y be of some interest in 
th.is connection. The generally higher frequencies obtained at this final 
i 
pop en stage could be due. to: 
i 
I 
Late initiation of sexual sacs~ which is believed to 
occur in some materials 9 and decrease through competi-
tion of the frequency of apomictic sacs. 
B. The untypable and unanalyzable sac g~oup may contain a 
higher proportion of apomictic sacs than expected in a 
random sample. 
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This second possibility ma.kes it inadvisable to use this last stage as 
thr best picture of potential sexuality, although this stage is obviously 
I 
closer to the ultimate realization of what type a seed will become. One 
is forced to fall back upon the averages. In the second placej the aver-
ages give a better overall picture of what an investigator would have to 
work with if he were to try controlled methods for increasing hybrid pro-
duction. 
Although observations of more than one embryo in one endosperm is 
ra~e, finding several embryos in one ovule is common in all the apomicts 
! 
except 4083 where the frequency of multiple sacs is low, Ultimately, 
however, one seed per ovule is ordinarily produced from these plants. 
From this viewpoint the estimates of sexual potential as recorded in 
Ta9le IX=C may be of interest. Although no systematic frequency accounts 
I 
of. twinning have been made~ suic.h seedlings 2re apparently recovered in 
only a low percentage of. cases (Celarier, pers. comm.), approximately 3% 
having been recovered in a reh.ted accession. Obviously when two or more 
sacs are produced per ovule~ disintegration of all but one must be the 
ru1e. This disintegration is most easily observed at a post anthesis 
stage. Disintegn.ting sacs have been seen previous to this~· and occa= 
sionally even sacs which have progressed as far as endosperm formBJ.tion 
! 
I 
sh6w obvious signs of going to pieces. In the vast majority of cases, 
however~ the sac that is shrivelled and disintegrating accompanies a sac 
! 
containing a developing embryo and endosperm. This was particularly 
easy to study in 4099 where small disintegrating sacs carrying antipodals 





sa,cs with endosperm and an embryo. At thii!! staticm~ Richardson (unpubl.) 
reports that crosses using 4099 as the female yield approximately 22.2% 
! 
hybrids. Not only is this a lower figure than any of the estimates 
given in this investigation for the sexual potential of this accession 9 
but it might be presumed also that cytological analyses will reveal that 
not all of the 22.2% are sexual type hybrids. Obviously the discrepan-
cies between these two sets of data can be accounted for in part by these 
disintegrating sexual sacs, which presumably might be regarded as results 
of the upsets in timing and synchronization mechanisms and/or simply the 
prpducts of competitive defeat. 
i 
' 
Realization of Sexual Potential 
There is considerable evidence from the breeding data that Bothri= 
ochloa as a complex tends towards a greater degree of obligate apomixis 
t~an Dichanthium. To show such a comparison we might have done better 
to: select an accession other than 2655 which apparently in m2ny respects 
admirably represents its name of i.ntermedia. It has served {Richardson~ 
I 
unpubl.) as a crossing bridge between the two compl e:it1M used in thi I!! 
study~ and although as mentioned above, not all the hybrids obtained us= 
ing it as a fem2le are from sexual type sacs, it still reproduces faculta-
tively. !• ischaemum of which 2582 is a representative is generally re= 
garded as an obligate apomict. It is hoped that v.1l!.rious characteristics 
' 
; 
of! 2582 have been sufficiently emphalllize.d to provide partial explanations 
I 
i 
fot a reproductive behavior quite different from that of an obligate sex~ 
I 
ua;l such as 3242. Al though it would be difficult to· deny that cert~in 
ac¢essions behave as obligate apom:i..ctl!3~ it, certainly is of interest that 
!-




factors to cause a higher percent of hybrid progeny from 2655 than from 
2582~ which from the present data do not differ greatly in sexual poten-
tial, would be the greater possibility of fertilization by a reduced 
sperm nucleus of an unreduced egg nucleus due in turn to less disturbed 
timing mechanisms (in 2655) 9 and unknown physiological and/or genetic 
factors involved at a hexaploid level (in 2582). The potential for sex-
uality exists also 9 as we have seen~ in 4083 which like 2582 produces 
primarily maternal type progeny. More factors to reduce the realization 
of.sexuality are obvious in 2582 than in 4083 such as number of sacs per 
' i 
ovule 9 later initiation of sexuai type sacs, possibly less basic poten-
tijl to work with. the late flowering habit of 4083 has made '·it more 
diffic~lt to obtain observations at the pollen shed st.ages_~ but OJ:,le can 
postulate that ge~etic imbalance due to ploidy level may be in part re-
sponsible 9 and that timing mechanisms are again effective. In both, the 
high frequency of precocious embryos is evident. One can only speculate 
as to what factors play a part following the stages we have considered 
in this report, but whatever the cause or causes 9 one is certainly tempted 
to work out ~ethods for developing the potentials. A comparison again of 
th~ potentials in the hexaploids just mentioned with those of 3182 and 
2655 are interesting. As far as averages of sexual sacs are concerned 9 
there is surprisingly little difference. One has to assume 9 since more 
hybrids have been recovered using the tetraploids as females, that dif= 
fe~ential disintegration of sexual sacs occurs~ that a large proportion 
I of :the hybrids from the tetr!ll1ploids are of the unreduced female x reduced 
male type~ whereas the higher frequencies of precocious embryo initiation 
I 
in the hexaploids may reduce this 9 and that we know hardly anything about 
what happens between pollen $bed and seed germination. 
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Behavior of Bothriochloa ischaemum 2582 
A few words should be said concerning 2582 which in many ways shows 
more erratic behavior than the other accessions. The following abnormali-
i 
I 
ti~s have been observed hereg polyspermy~ adventitious embryony, two 
pfstils per floret~ two ovules per pis~il ~ multiple synergids per sac, as 
well as the numerous contorted and distended s.a1cs already mentioned. 
Presumably 2582 is very subject to environmental influence 1 and again 
various environmental controls should be tried to increase the realiza= 
I 
tibn of sexual potential. 
i 
General Remarks 
1. Implications of this investigation 
If any factors at all have been discovered or suggested in 
this investigation as playing a part in the complex and interrelated 
physiological system of an embryo sac, it is very likely that many 
more such intricate factors relM!.in still unknown and misunderstood. 
If this work has done little else~ it will perhaps have indicated 
that it is not always easy to know what questions to ask particularly 
if the answers be the fundamentd ones concerning which guesswork is 
futile, and if they be asked of a cell or group of .cells as complex 
as an embryo sac. This investigation has attempted to obtain basic 
information concerning the methods of facultative apomixis for three 
principal reasons: 
A.·· To better visualize the actual processes going on at the 
reproductive level and to use this information in more 
intelligent breeding and selection experimentmtion. 
B. To better visualize and plan experimentation at some 
control level, environmenU.l 9 gene tied O physiological, 
biochemical or all of these. 
C, To provide the basic information for some theoretical 
thinking and eventual research into problems of an even 
more fundamental nature. · 
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Obviously numerous unsolved problems have been left at lao$e ends, 
and this particular investigation may have opened up more questions 
than it has provided answers for, This is perhaps not regrettable, 
Certain information is at hand~ 
A. A method has been applied that could be used to screen 
breeding materials for sexual potential. 
B, The need for and advantages of rather thorough and pains= 
taking analyses indicated. 
C. Certain comparative studies have been possible through the 
use of three ploidy levels~ two complexesj and two princi-
pal modes of reproduction. 
D. Certain patterns and behaviors have been observed and data 
accumulated to lend support to certain hypotheses. 
2. Future work 
But beyond this perhaps this investigati@n will help to indi= 
cate work that needs to be done. This present type of research» 
visual and descriptive to a large extent» can best be utilized as 
the foundation upon which to build two bridges» one to better prac= 
tical agricultural efficiency» and one to deeper basic knowledge of 
life processes. The imagination of any scientist is more stimulated 
by an experimental approach and several roads would seem to open out 
from this point in this particular research. 
A. Experimentati@n with controlled environmenUv both physical 
and biochemical. 
B. Embryo culture work as a tool to better understanding of 
the proci:ullses outlined here and th9se .that follow. As 
Wardlaw (70) ietates, "The activ<!it:i.on of the ovum at ferti= 
lization~ and the nutrition 9 growth and development of the 
embryo» undoubtedly afford a wide field for study. 11 
C, Poll:Lnaticm studies involving chemic.al extracts and culture 
methods to increase our understanding of pseudogamy and 
fertilization, 
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D. Finally, in its very broad aspects» it seems to the author th2t 
in the empryo sac one has an ideal place in which to tac~le in 
some way the immense problem of differentiation. The embryo 
sac meets many of the requirements f~r such complex studies 
since "in embryos we are dealing with cells and tissues» either 
in the primary embryoni? condition 9 or in the process of be-
coming differentiated." (70} 
These problems are complex but they constitute a meeting ground for 
the embryologist, the geneticist» the morphologist» the physiologist, 
and the biochemist. Perh.aps by cooperative efforts cf all of these» 
more answers to the questions of differentiation will be forthcoming. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In the course of this investigation, an attempt has been made to 
carry out a detailed analysis of the methods of reproduction followed 
by selected accessions of the Bothriochloa and Dichanthium complexes 
by studying conditions and processes within the female gametophyte. 
Bradley's (11) smear method was exclusively utilized in order to demor. 0 
I 
I 
strate the practicality of this procedure for studies in the female. 
' Stages of pollen development were used as a means for determining com 0 
i 
parable ages of the embryo sacs. Three ploidy levels were represented. 
The diploid was found to be an obligate sexual, containing only one 
embryo sac per ovule at all developmental stages studied after maturity. 
This sac was consistently of the 5°nucleate plus antipodals type. At a 
pollen shed stage, the endosperm generally divided more rapidly than the 
emb-ryo, although the reverse situation was also occasionally observed. 
The ovules of the polyploids all contained an average of more than 
one embryo sac per ovule, and the sacs were of two types, 5°nucleate (see 
Types of embryo sacs, RESULTS) and 4°nucleate. At a pollen shed stage, 
there was evidence of more precocious initiation of development of the 
embryo, and in some accessions, some evidence for lagging in 'initiation 
and rate of development of the sexual sacs. These data are interpreted 
i 
as contributory to the theory that timing and synchronization mechanisms 
ate somewhat upset in apomictic reproduction, so that the sexual poten= 
tial inherent in a species fails to be realized. The following figure 





















1. 2. Jo 4. 5. 
Methods of e~timros.ti@n 
Figure 3. Estimation of ~exual p@tential. 
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Legend for Figure 3. 
' 
1 The following data were used to plot points in successive columns: 
i 
I 
Colbmn 1. Frequency of sexuals at ,pollen shed stages as percentage of 
I 
: 
total sacs studied at this stage (bottom righthand box, Table 
VIII), 
Column 2. Frequency of sexuals at pollen shed stages as percentage of 
analyzable sacs studied at this stage (computed from Table 
VIII), 




5, Table VII). 
Frequency of sexuals computed as averages of analyzable sacs 
I 
(Column 10, Table VII), 
Column 5. Average percentage non=maternal progeny obtained· in poll ina= 
.tions of emasculated florets using the accessions studied as 
the female (Richardson., 2 years data, unpublished). 
As will be noticed, 3242, 4099,t.4eaj~:2265~,'f)SndJ3llS.t1arer.:c·onsistent 0 
, .,., .; . . . . 
ly ,ranked in this order in Columns 2, 3, and 4; 3242, 4099, and 4063 are 
I 
i 
con;sistently ranked in 1, 2, 3, and 4; 3182 and 2655 switch po~itions 
' I ! 
inland 2; 2582 remains in fourth position in three columns and drops 
;:..;·"····~·.' 
to sixth in one. It appears that the ov;erall averages of all stages 
and those of .pol~en shed stages ~nly render a,t. lEiast similar rankings. 
The difference in the sexual potential between the diploid and the poly= 
plokds is the most striking, but the high rating of' 4099 is also conspic= 
i 
uo~s. More unexpected, however, -was. the fin~ing of sexual potential in 
I 
I 
the hexaploids, particularly 4083. Since, as indicated in Column 5, both 
i 
he~aploids breed'as obligate apomicts, the sea,:cp fdr the factors which 
I , . . .· 
in~ibit the realization of potential presents exc;t;ng challenges to the 
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research worker. 
I Several observations made on these materials are mentioned in this 
}eport which we cannot at present judge as being or not being signifi= 
cant. The present data suggest that some of the factors condit.ioning 
sexual potential are number of sacs per ovule, type of embryo sac, fre= 
quency of the sexual=type sac, and additional factors such as may be 
?perative in 4099. 
Certain factors determining the ultimate expression of potential 
~exuality are indicated to include disintegration of sexual=type sacs 
! 
' I 
~ue to the unbalance of ploidy and to upsets in timing mechanisms re= 
rulting in precocious embryo initiation and/or late initiation and lag= 
ging development of sexual sacs. One is led to speculate concerning 
the biochemical factors~ both genetic and physiological, which form 
~he basis for these mechanisms and their significance in evolution as 
~xpressed in sexual, facultative, or obligate apomixis. The possible 
I 
experimental. approaches to the further study of these processes are 
i 
' rumerous and complex but worthwhile both frc:>m a practical and a funds= 
mental or theoretical viewpoint. 
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Upper left: Embryo sac initial • .D,,. intermedia 2655, 650X 
,, 
Upper right: Entire ovule showing one embryo sac near microc 
pyle. }l: intermedia · 2655, 10X 
., 
Lower left: Two 4~nucleate sacs from one ovule. J!: intermedia 
2655, 650X 





' Upper .left: 4-nucleate embryo sac • !· ~nn!;!ilatum 4099 ., 650X 
. , 
650lt: ; Upper right: 4-nucleate embryo sac. !!. • annulatum 4099. 
Lower left: S•nucleate embryo·sac. !· interm~dia 2655. 650X 
., 
Lower•right: 5•nucleate embryo sac. !!. • annulatum 4099. 650X 
.. .. . . / ~· r ~ . 
I o ,t~J ... .-.. !: / 
Upper left: 
Plate III 
Embryo and 1 polar nucleus. J!,, intermedia 2655. 
650X 
Upper right: Endosperm of apomictic sac and· disintegrating 
sexual sac. Q, annulatum 4099, 360X 
Lower left: ovule with one apomictic.,,type embryo and· endo"' 
sperm (upper'right) and one sexual 0 type sac 
(lower left), J!· intermedia 2655, 70X 




Upper left: 3"'nucleate pollen grain. .!!,, ischaemum 2582, 650X 
Center left: Germinating pollen grain, !• intermedia 2655, 650X 
Lower left: Multi 0 generat.ive nuclei in pollen grain. !· ischaemum 
2582. 650X 
; 
Upper right: 1 Q 2 
i' 
c:enter upper right: 
! 
Center lower right: 
I 
! ' 
nucleate pollen grain. }l, annulatum 4099. 
2 "' 3 nucleate pollen grain, !· intermedia 
2655. 650X 
2 ° 3 nucleate pollen grain, R,, annulatum 
4099. 650X 
650X 
t:ower right: 3=nucleate pollen grain, n,. intermed.!!, 2655. 650X 
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